FASCISTS MURDER RED LEADER

Kill Henning, Community Organizer, Commits Suicide in Big Protest

NEW YORK—Kill Henning, Communist organizer of the New York City Community Center, committed suicide yesterday morning on the steps of the center in the presence of the entire center staff. Henning was 33 years old and had been active in the Communist movement for several years.

The cause of Henning’s death is being investigated by the police.

SOCIALISTS BACK GERMAN CRUISER

Socialists Group Decide To Abolish Tax, Thus Saving Budget

The Socialists have decided to abolish the tax on income in order to save the budget.

The tax, which is currently set at 2%, has been a source of debate among the Socialists. The group has agreed to abolishing it in order to save the budget and provide relief to the working class.

The move has been met with mixed reactions, with some members of the group expressing concern that it may lead to a decrease in revenue.

LABOR MUST UNITE TO SMASH THE BOSSES’ OFFENSIVE

Reactive Drive Proceeding Full Force Along Lines of Fish Committee Report

On January 19, 1931, the Fish Commission of the New York City Fish and Game Department, under the leadership of John J. Henning, held a meeting to discuss the progress of the reactive drive against the bosses’ offensive.

The meeting was attended by representatives of the various unions and organizations involved in the drive.

The Fish Commission has received reports of a considerable increase in the number of fish caught in the city’s waters since the drive began.

BIG INCOMES GROW IN CRISIS

Million Dollar Income For 1929 More Than For Year 1928

The income of millionaires grew significantly in 1929 compared to the previous year.

In 1928, the income of millionaires was $800,000 million. In 1929, this figure increased to $1,000,000 million, a 25% increase.

ANTILABOR BILLS IN FOUR STATES

Southern States Prepare “Syndicalism” Laws Against Employee Unions

In several southern states, legislation is being prepared to suppress the activities of employee unions.

In South Carolina, a bill has been introduced that would make it illegal for employees to form or belong to any organization devoted to the promotion of industrial democracy.

AFTER US—THE DELUGE!

A. Jakira, Dead of Cancer

Communist Leader Dies After Many Months Of Illness

A. Jakira, a prominent member of the Communist Party, died last week after a long illness.

Jakira was a leading figure in the Communist Party and was involved in many of the Party’s activities.

PROTESTS IN ILLINOIS SELL-OUT; DEMAND NEW CONVENTION

Big Rejection Rising In Soft-Coal Field; West Virginia Miners Form Independent Union

According to reports, the miners in West Virginia are demanding a new convention to address the issues facing the miners.

The miners have formed an independent union to represent their interests.

This Is Your Paper — Save It

We are at the end of our story. We have seen the rise and fall of the RE volutionary Age. We have seen the attempts to keep this newspaper going. This is our last issue. We are in danger of losing our paper unless we can sell enough copies to keep it alive.

If you are one of those who have been supporting the Revolutionary Age, please do all you can to help us keep this paper alive. We need your support to continue providing the kind of journalism that we believe in.

Sacrifice. More sacrifice. Still more sacrifice. This is nothing new to the devoted, loyal, revolutionary fighters, who, in the class-struggle, fight for the revolution, with all their might and energy.

We are in the midst of a great struggle. We need your support more than ever. We need your help to keep this paper going.

The Revolutionary Age is in danger. Will you be a friend of the cause? Join in and save the Revolutionary Age.
A BREATH OF LIFE IN THE A. C. W.

"Amalgam Clothing Workers Progressive Circle" Formed

A breath of fresh life has entered the Dupont and Buckhannon chapters of the American Federation of Clothing Workers (A.C.W.) in a notable expansion of the activities of the Amalgam Clothing Workers Progressive Circle (ACWPC). The chapter was formed as a result of the demands of the workers for better working conditions and a more active union. The new chapter has already taken steps to organize new members and improve the working conditions in the factories. It is believed that this chapter will play an important role in the struggle for workers' rights.

FIFTEEN YEARS IN -

SHOE WORKERS IN UNION VOTE

Selected, and Shoe Elections Here: Workers Should Vote Progressive

A prominent labor leader, Tom Mennery, has been selected to serve as the new president of the Shoe Workers Union. The union, which is based in New York City, has been active in the struggle for better working conditions and higher wages for its members. The new president has expressed his commitment to fighting for the rights of the workers and improving their living standards.

CALIFORNIA JAIL

A California Jail

A California jail has been closed down due to overcrowding. The jail, which is located in Los Angeles, has been operating at full capacity for several years, leading to concerns about the safety and well-being of the inmates. The decision to close the jail was made after a thorough review of the situation, and it is expected that the closure will help alleviate the overcrowding.

NEGO LIFE IN BROWNSVILLE

Negro Life in Brownsville

The life of the Negro in Brownsville, New York, has been characterized by struggle and determination. Despite facing discrimination and inequality, the Negro community has fought for their rights and resisted oppression. The life of the Negro in Brownsville is a testament to their resilience and determination.

International Conference

Continuation of Reports

(International Conference from the last issue."

About the Butchery Line.

In the last general assembly, the Butchery Line was discussed. The Butchery Line is a group that is dedicated to the protection of workers' rights and the improvement of working conditions. The group organized a series of demonstrations and protests to raise awareness about the issues facing workers. The Butchery Line has been successful in mobilizing workers and raising their voices for change.

ATTACK USSR AT VIENNA MEET

Central European Economic Committee of Socialists Overt "Dumpling"

The Central European Economic Committee of Socialists has overtaken the "dumpling" at the meeting. The dumpling was a symbol of the lack of progress in the committee's work. By overtaking the dumpling, the Socialists have demonstrated their determination to bring about change and improve the economic conditions in the region.

LABOR GOVT. HIT IN COMMONS VOTE

MacDonald Defeated On Election Bill; Class in Liberal Ranks

The defeat of the MacDonald government in the Commons vote has been a significant blow to the Liberals. The vote, which was on a bill to increase class in the Liberal ranks, was a defeat for the Liberals and a victory for the working class. The defeat has raised questions about the future of the government and the prospects for the Liberals.

NANKING IN NEW ANTI-RED MOVE

Strength of Red Forces Advancing; Revolts Grow

The strength of the Red forces has been advancing, and revolts have been growing in Nanking. The Red forces have been successful in neutralizing the opposition and expanding their influence. The situation in Nanking is a testament to the power of the Red forces and their determination to bring about change.

LOVESTONE SPEAKS IN CHICAGO ON EROPE

Committee of the Commissars

CHICAGO—In Europe" was the topic of a recent speech by the Commissar, Lovestone, who was speaking to the International Working Women's Union. Lovestone emphasized the importance of solidarity among workers and the need for unity in the struggle for workers' rights.

ZIMMERMAN TALKS ON "COLONIAL REVOLT"

Next Subject At Reformation Council to Be "Migration And Adjustment" By Costes

The next subject at the Reformation Council will be "Migration And Adjustment" by Costes. The council, which is an important forum for discussing issues related to workers' rights, will be focusing on the challenges faced by workers in the context of migration and adjustment.

READ!

Revolutionary Age

"The Voice of Progressive Labor"

The Voice of Progressive Labor, a publication of the American Federation of Labor, is dedicated to the promotion of workers' rights and the improvement of working conditions. The publication covers a wide range of issues, including labor law, worker safety, and economic policies.

Anti-Red Plot In Akron

Accuse Allied Communists of "Sabotage" As Scheme Unfolds

(AKRON, Ohio) What appears to be an organized government plot to preclude workers' organizations is alleged to be unfolding in this city. The plot, which is characterized by a series of red-baiting attacks, is said to be directed at workers' organizations and their leaders. The plot is said to be aimed at eliminating the influence of the workers' organizations in the city.

ECONOMIC LIFE OF SOVIET RUSSIA

The Economic Life of Soviet Russia

The economic life of Soviet Russia is characterized by a high degree of centralization and planning. The government, which is committed to the socialist principles, has taken steps to ensure the economic well-being of the nation. The economy is characterized by a high degree of productivity and efficiency.

LABOR ACE

The Voice of Progressive Labor

The Voice of Progressive Labor is a publication of the American Federation of Labor. The publication covers a wide range of issues, including labor law, worker safety, and economic policies. The Voice of Progressive Labor is an important resource for workers and union leaders.

CORRECT CLOTHES

Clothing, Inc.

Socoloff & Flamm

237 W. 49th St.
New York, N.Y.

LEDER Ace

The Voice of Progressive Labor

The Voice of Progressive Labor is a publication of the American Federation of Labor. The publication covers a wide range of issues, including labor law, worker safety, and economic policies. The Voice of Progressive Labor is an important resource for workers and union leaders.
The New York Dress Strike

The Logic of a Wrong Line

by Ben Gillen

The New York Dress Strike is on today, and the workers are striking for their just demands. The Daily Worker, the official organ of the Dress Workers' Industrial Union of the United States of America, reports that the strike is in full swing. The workers are determined to stand up for their rights and demand a just wage. The strike is spread across all sections of the city, from Lower Manhattan to the outer boroughs.

Problems of the Negro Masses

WHICH WAY: LABOR OR CAPITAL?

by Will Herberg

In the midst of the strike, the Daily Worker highlights the struggles of the Negro masses. They face not only the same economic pressures as the Dress Workers but also the systemic racism and discrimination they continue to experience. The article calls for a united front against both labor and capital, emphasizing the need for solidarity among all workers, regardless of race.

The Economic Week

WII? March normally goes into effect at least a week after the end of February, unless the War Department shall otherwise order. The War Department has ordered that it shall go into effect immediately. The War Department has also ordered that all wages shall be paid in advance of the February 28th pay period. The War Department has further ordered that all wages shall be paid in advance of the March 1st pay period.

Can We Believe Our Eyes?

Socialism and Wages

by Spectator

The socialist movement in America is gaining momentum, and the Daily Worker reports on the latest developments. The article discusses the impact of socialism on wages and the need for workers to organize and fight for their rights. The Daily Worker calls for a broader perspective on the socialist movement, emphasizing the need for a class struggle approach to wages and working conditions.

Problems of Socialism

SOCIALISM AND WAGES

by Spectator

The Daily Worker covers the latest developments in the socialist movement, including the impact of socialism on wages and the need for workers to organize and fight for their rights. The article discusses the broader context of the socialist movement in America and the need for a class struggle approach to wages and working conditions.

The Struggle of the Textile Workers

HOW ARE THINGS IN PATRONS?

by Eli Keller

The Daily Worker reports on the struggles of the textile workers, emphasizing their determination to stand up for their rights and demand a just wage. The workers face similar economic pressures as the Dress Workers and the Negro masses, and the Daily Worker calls for solidarity among all workers.

The Course of Socialism

by Spectator

The Daily Worker highlights the progressive course of socialism, emphasizing the need for a broader perspective on the movement and the importance of organizing and fighting for a class struggle approach to wages and working conditions. The article stresses the importance of solidarity among all workers and the need for a united front against both labor and capital.
The Next War
How It Will Begin
Everything Ready - Only A Dress Rehearsal - New York Wiped Out - Aircraft Destroy British Factories

by Bertram D. Wolfe

TWO DAYS AHEAD, THE NEXT WAR is about to begin. The German and British armies have already been mobilized, and the German air force has been ready for several weeks in anticipation of the attack. The entire German population is aroused and eager for the outbreak of hostilities.

The plan of invasion is as follows: The German army will attack Belgium, Holland, and France simultaneously, while the British fleet will sail into the North Sea and attack the British coast. The German air force will bomb British cities and factories, causing widespread destruction and panic. The German navy will take control of the English Channel and the North Sea, preventing any British reinforcement or supplies from reaching the continent.

The British are completely unprepared for this attack, and their defenses are薄弱. The German air force will quickly overwhelm the British air force, and the German army will advance swiftly through Belgium and Holland, reaching the French border within days.

The British government is in a state of confusion and panic, with no plan in place to counter the invasion. The British people are being urged to take shelter in their homes and avoid contact with the Germans.

The war will be short and brutal. The British will suffer heavy losses, and their economy will be in shambles. The war will be a turning point in history, with the defeat of Britain leading to the eventual collapse of the British Empire.

The only hope for the British is to evacuate their citizens to safety and to mobilize their remaining forces for a counterattack. The British must act quickly and decisively to prevent the German victory.

The war will change the course of history, and the world will never be the same again. The next war will be the Second World War, and it will be fought with all the resources and technologies of the modern age. The outcome of this war will determine the future of the world for generations to come.

The war will be a检验 of the strength and determination of the British people. The British will rise to the occasion and fight for their freedom and their way of life. But the war will be costly, and the British will pay a heavy price for their stand.
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